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Abstract
We present a new collection of news articles001
originating from fake and real news media002
sources for the analysis and prediction of news003
virality. Unlike existing fake news datasets004
which either contain claims, or news article005
headline and body, in this collection each arti-006
cle is supported with a Facebook engagement007
count which we consider as an indicator of008
the article virality. In addition we also pro-009
vide the article description and thumbnail im-010
age with which the article was shared on Face-011
book. These images were automatically anno-012
tated with object tags and color attributes. Us-013
ing cloud based vision analysis tools thumb-014
nail images were also analyzed for faces and015
detected faces were annotated with facial at-016
tributes. We empirically investigate the use of017
this collection on the task of article virality pre-018
diction.019

1 Introduction020

Fake news articles are widely spread across so-021

cial media platforms such as Facebook and Twitter.022

This is mainly due to the fact that social media is023

gradually becoming the main source of news con-024

sumption (Shu et al., 2018). Due to the sharing025

features that these platforms offer, fake news prop-026

agate rapidly and their effects resonate and persist027

across many users (Baly et al., 2018). The wide028

spread of fake news in social media has lead to029

the development of automatic fake news detection030

approaches (Ruchansky et al., 2017; Pérez-Rosas031

et al., 2018; Nguyen et al., 2019; Zellers et al.,032

2019), to name a few. Developing fake news detec-033

tion models require annotated collections of fake034

and real news articles. Most prior work on the035

creation and annotation of such collections has fo-036

cused on this task. Significant number of these037

collections contain claims fact-checked for verac-038

ity (Vlachos and Riedel, 2014; Wang, 2017). A039

recent survey of such collections is provided in040

Augenstein et al. (2019). On the other hand there041

exist collections of fake news articles that contain 042

article headline and body text (Potthast et al., 2018; 043

Horne and Adali, 2017; Horne et al., 2018). Given 044

that these and other existing fake news collections 045

were developed mainly for fake news detection 046

they can’t be used for analysing and predicting 047

fake news virality which is the set of tasks of our 048

focus. Recently, Shu et al. (2018) created Fake- 049

NewsNet a collection of ∼24k news articles la- 050

beled as fake or real using the fact-checking web- 051

sites PolitiFact (PolitiFact, 2017) and Gossip Cop 052

(Gossip Cop, 2020). Articles in this collection are 053

annotated with social engagement information ob- 054

tained through the Twitter search API. However 055

this collection doesn’t include thumbnail images 056

and article descriptions which, along with the head- 057

lines, are the only sources of information readers 058

are exposed to on social media platforms regard- 059

less of their choices whether to click the link of 060

the shared article or not. To address this drawback 061

we present Evons – a collection of news articles 062

originating from fake and real news media sources 063

where each article has the thumbnail image and 064

description with which it was shared on Facebook. 065

We use the article engagement count on Facebook 066

as an implicit indicator of the article virality. Given 067

that fake news writers profit from advertising rev- 068

enue rather than subscription fees the body text 069

of fake news articles (which are only shown after 070

clicking the link) are known to be repetitive and 071

lacking in informational value (Horne and Adali, 072

2017). Therefore we believe that these two article 073

components are important for social media sharing. 074

Thumbnail images in Evons are annotated with con- 075

tent tags and color attributes while detected faces 076

are annotated with facial attributes. We showcase 077

the use of this collection on the task of article viral- 078

ity prediction. 079
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2 Collection Construction080

The Evons1 collection contains 92,969 news arti-081

cles from fake and real news media sources pub-082

lished in the period from January 2016 to Decem-083

ber 2017. We selected this time period to reflect on084

the 2016 Presidential election which many believed085

that fake news had a significant impact on. Across086

both media sources we focused on news articles087

originating from the same news sections therefore088

covering similar or the same set of topics. The089

set of fake news sources were obtained by cross-090

referencing three fact-check sources with human091

annotators, which have already been referenced092

in well-known fact-checked datasets (Reis et al.,093

2020). Our first source was the Media Bias/Fact094

Check (MBFC) website which provides analysis095

from manual check of veracity and political bias096

of over 3,3k media sources (Baly et al., 2018). We097

crawled the detailed reports on the media sources098

and extracted the "questionable sources" listed as099

"some fake news" or "fake news" (Media Bias/Fact100

Check, 2019). We used the "Politifact’s Fake News101

Almanac" as the second source (PolitiFact, 2017),102

which was created in partnering with Facebook.103

This almanac includes a list of "fake news" web-104

sites which were found to contain deliberately false105

or fake stories that have appeared in people’s news106

feeds on Facebook, which provides us with a more107

realistic presentation of what news sources were108

actually being shared on the platform. Our third109

source is the list of "BS Detector" collection on110

Kaggle, which relies on the list of "unreliable or111

otherwise questionable sources" curated by profes-112

sionals (Risdal, 2017). Using these three indepen-113

dent lists of "fake news" websites we wanted to114

ensure that the final list contains news source that115

are fact-checked at least two times (i.e. they were116

present in at least two of these lists). From the117

final list we removed websites that were republish-118

ing news content from other sources and also web-119

sites that started publishing after the 2016 elections.120

Our final list contains the following fake news121

media sources: MadWorldNews (MWN), Puppet122

String News (PSN), USA Supreme, YourNewsWire123

(YNW), BB4SP, and American Freedom Fighters124

(AFF).125

The set of real news sources was obtained from126

the "All the news 2.0" dataset (Thompson, 2019).127

This dataset contains more than 204k articles from128

18 American mainstream sources. We used articles129

1anonymized link

MEDIA SOURCE # OF ARTICLES
MWN 11,315
PSN 6,576
USA SUPREME 3,038
YNW 11,519
BB4SP 2,792
AFF 7,536
TOTAL FROM FAKE 42,776
NPR 11,813
NYT 5,439
REUTERS 14,993
THE GUARDIAN 9,811
WP 8,137
TOTAL FROM REAL 50,193
TOTAL 92,969

Table 1: Number of articles in the Evons collection.

from five sources published in the same time period 130

as our fake media set. All five sources had “high” 131

or “very high” scores in factual reporting and "very 132

slight" or "neutral" political biases according to 133

MBFC. The list of real news media sources consists 134

of: NPR, New York Times (NYT), Reuters, The 135

Guardian, and Washington Post (WP). In Table 1 136

we show number of articles across the fake and real 137

news media sources of our collection. 138

We used the webpreview2 package for extracting 139

thumbnail images. These images come from the 140

thumbnails that are carefully curated by the news 141

producers. They decide what title, description, and 142

thumbnail image would be the most effective in 143

achieving their goal, whether it is to best represent 144

the content or simply attract the most engagement 145

for larger advertising revenue. With this package 146

we also extract article description which is the text 147

that appears as preview when the article is shared. 148

All articles contain a thumbnail image except for 149

USA Supreme and BB4SP were 0.1% and 11.1% 150

of the articles don’t have thumbnails. Thumbnail 151

images are either a picture or a logo of the news 152

media source. Table 2 gives statistics of the number 153

of real and fake articles with and without thumbnail 154

images. Unlike real news articles where a small 155

percentage of them had the media source logo as 156

the thumbnail image, fake news articles always 157

used pictures as thumbnails. 158

2.1 Engagement Count 159

A commonly used measure for virality by market- 160

ing and communication researchers is how many 161

times a piece of information is shared (Berger and 162

Milkman, 2012; Scholz et al., 2017). Here we 163

2https://pypi.org/project/webpreview
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Thumbnail Type Real Fake Total
Picture 48,592 42,464 91,056
Logo 1,601 0 1,601
None 0 312 312

Table 2: Thumbnail statistics.

Engagement Statistics Real Fake
Avg. # of engagements 6,728 1,579
Min # of engagements 0 0
Max # of engagements 4.78m 1.08m
Image Tag Statistics
Average # of tags 9.47 9.08
Min # of tags 0 0
Max # of tags 99 86
Face Statistics
% of images with at least one face 74.26 77.08
Avg. # of faces per image 3.31 2.74

Table 3: Engagement, image tag, and face statistics.

use Facebook engagements, which is the sum of164

shares, likes, and comments. For each news article165

we obtain the Facebook engagement count as of166

April 2020. The engagement count was obtained167

through the SharedCount API (SharedCount, 2021)168

except for articles from "USA Supreme" which169

was blacklisted on Facebook. For this website we170

used Buzzsumo (BuzzSumo, 2021), previously con-171

firming for consistency with SharedCount. Both172

platforms are third-party measurement dashboards173

which fetch the data from the Facebook sharing174

debugger (FSD) website. They have been used in175

the past across an array of research topics (Fourney176

et al., 2017; Zhang et al., 2018; Xu and Guo, 2018;177

Xu, 2019). Facebook counts the number of times178

the article was shared, and the number of comments179

and reactions generated from the posts sharing the180

articles, both privately and publicly. We confirm181

the results from the API by later manually checking182

the engagements queried from the FSD website. In183

Table 3 we provide engagement statistics.184

2.2 Image Annotation185

We performed two types of automatic image an-186

notation. Using Microsoft Azure (Vision, 2021)187

images are analyzed for visual features and color188

schemes. With the Amazon Rekognition platform189

(Rekognition, 2021) images are analyzed for the190

presence of faces and detected faces were annotated191

with facial attributes. Accuracy of both platform on192

these annotation tasks have been extensively evalu-193

ated and confirmed in the past (Temel et al., 2018;194

Kyriakou et al., 2019; Liu and Wilkinson, 2020).195

All Unique to Real Unique to Fake
person salad photo caption
clothing minimalist television presenter
human face raquet sport thong
man racketlon shout
text piece de resistance g-string
outdoor tennis player f-15 eagle
suit soft tennis salumi
indoor modern salami
smile professional boxing ciauscolo
tie camera lens ostrich

Table 4: Top 10 most frequent tags across all media
sources, unique to fake, and real news sources.

2.2.1 Object Detection and Tagging 196

Images are automatically annotated with content 197

tags such as objects, living beings, scenery, and 198

actions. There were 5,160 distinct tags identified. 199

Articles originating from fake media sources had 200

3,670 distinct tags with 379 being unique to fake. 201

Real sources contained 4,781 distinct tags with 202

1,490 unique to real. Table 3 shows image tag 203

statistics. Table 4 shows the top 10 most frequent 204

tags discovered across all media sources, unique to 205

fake, and real news sources. 206

2.2.2 Color Schemes 207

Thumbnail images are automatically annotated 208

with three color attributes: dominant foreground 209

and background color, and a set of dominant col- 210

ors across the whole image. There are 12 colors 211

used: black, blue, brown, gray, green, orange pink, 212

purple, red, teal, white, and yellow. Dominant back- 213

ground and foreground colors can take on a single 214

value. Thumbnails are also annotated with accent 215

color, which is the most vibrant color in the image, 216

and whether the image is in black and white (bw). 217

In Appendix A we provide summary of the colors 218

present as dominant attribute in thumbnail images. 219

220

2.2.3 Facial Analysis 221

Detected faces are annotated with a bounding 222

box and the following attributes: person’s gender, 223

whether the person is smiling, wearing eyeglasses 224

or sunglasses, has a mustache or eyes open, bright- 225

ness, and sharpness. We also obtain the emotions 226

that appear to be expressed on the face which in- 227

clude: fear, sad, happy, calm, angry, confused, sur- 228

prised, and disgusted. Table 3 shows face statistics. 229

In Appendix B we show the distribution of domi- 230

nant face emotions. 231
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Accuracy
Feature LR SVM MLP Bi-LSTM XLNet RoBERTa
Title (T) 0.632 0.608 0.643 0.632 0.731 0.751

Description (D) 0.674 0.631 0.680 0.687 0.760 0.773
T+D 0.694 0.655 0.718 0.691 0.801 0.807

T+D+Tag 0.701 0.661 0.719 0.712 0.793 0.808
T+D+Color 0.701 0.658 0.716 0.688 0.781 0.801
T+D+Facial 0.697 0.655 0.716 0.688 0.794 0.802

All 0.703 0.666 0.714 0.683 0.791 0.810

Table 5: Article virality prediction: Accuracy results across various baseline models.

3 Baseline Evaluations232

We empirically investigate the use of the Evons233

collection on the task of predicting article viral-234

ity. We compare how well do various approaches,235

which we consider as baselines, perform on this236

task. This is a multi-class classification problem237

by dividing articles from fake and real news media238

sources into two groups based on their engagement239

count. We use the median number of engagements240

to create groups of articles with low and high num-241

ber of engagements. The median for real media242

sources is 911 and 31 for fake. With this split243

we obtain almost equal number of articles across244

the four groups: real-low, real-high, fake-low, and245

fake-high.246

3.1 Experimental Setup and Results247

Our dataset consists of articles with pictures as248

thumbnails where the picture contained at least249

one tag and face. In the Evons collection there250

are 68,793 such articles out of which 36,072 come251

from real and 32,721 from fake media sources. Ar-252

ticles are represented using 2 sets of textual features253

and three sets of image features, one for each of the254

three image annotation types. For the textual fea-255

tures we use tf-idf values computed over the words256

of article titles and descriptions. The title feature257

vector contains 29,745 words and the description258

feature vector with 43,861 words. Combining both259

we obtain a vocabulary of 49,792 words. Thumb-260

nail images were represented with 3,526 features:261

3,471 object tags, 42 color and 13 facial. Color262

features include accent color, dominant color at-263

tributes, and bw indicator. Facial features include264

number of faces, person smiling, gender, bright-265

ness, sharpness, and facial emotions. Facial fea-266

tures were weighted based on the size of the bound-267

ing box area of the detected face. In Appendix C268

we provide details on the weighing approach used.269

For features that are indicator variables we use270

the confidence score as a feature value. We evalu-271

ated 6 different classification models: logistic re- 272

gression (LR), SVM, multilayer perceptron (MLP), 273

Bidirectional LSTM (Hochreiter and Schmidhuber, 274

1997) (Bi-LSTM), XLNet (Yang et al., 2019), and 275

RoBERTa (Liu et al., 2019); using a 90/10 split 276

of our dataset. We used the scikit-learn(Pedregosa 277

et al., 2011) implementation of LR and SVM. MLP 278

consists of three fully-connected layers containing 279

256 and 8 nodes in the first two layers with ReLU. 280

The last layer is a 4 nodes with SoftMax activation. 281

Bi-LSTM consists of a 64 dimensional embedding 282

representation layer, a fully connected layer with 283

ReLU, and an output layer as in MLP. Both NNs 284

were implemented in Keras (Gulli and Pal, 2017). 285

We used the simpletransfomers (Thompson, 2021) 286

implementation of XLNet and RoBERTa with max- 287

imum sequence length of 256. Table 5 shows per- 288

formance comparison results across all models us- 289

ing different feature representations and combina- 290

tions of them. Thumbnail images were represented 291

using all image generated features. RoBERTa 292

with all feature types performs best. While across 293

most models incorporating image features helps we 294

don’t observe substantial accuracy improvement 295

over textual features. We believe that this could be 296

significantly improved with image feature analysis 297

and exploring feature selection approaches. 298

4 Conclusion 299

We presented Evons - a collection of news arti- 300

cles originating from fake and real media sources 301

where articles are annotated with a Facebook en- 302

gagement count, thumbnail image and article de- 303

scription. Thumbnails are automatically annotated 304

with object tags, color and facial attributes. We 305

demoed the collection use on an article virality pre- 306

diction task and established baselines using 6 mod- 307

els. In the future we plan to use Evons to explore 308

various approaches for selection of image features 309

and combination with text that would further help 310

improve accuracy on this task. 311
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5 Ethics312

Creating the Evons collection involved collecting313

news articles from various online media sources,314

extracting thumbnail images using the webpre-315

view package, and obtaining Facebook engagement316

counts through the SharedCount API and the Buz-317

zSumo platforms. Throughout the creation pro-318

cess we made sure that no author metadata or user319

identifying information was collected. Therefore320

our collection does not contain any information321

that names or uniquely identifies individual people.322

Both Facebook engagement counts platforms do323

not provide any user related information. While324

news articles across various online media sources325

do provide article author information in our collec-326

tion process we ignored this information.327

We don’t foresee any potential risks that may328

arise from the creation of our collection especially329

in terms of identifying potential stakeholders that330

may benefit from this collection while harming331

others. To the best of our knowledge all of our332

collected data is in the public domain and is not333

copyrighted.334

For our thumbnail image annotations we relied335

on two image annotation platforms: Microsoft336

Azure and Amazon Rekognition. One limitation337

of our work may arise from the fact that we don’t338

know whether the models that are part of these plat-339

forms contain any type of bias and if so to which340

extent bias is present.341
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A Dominant Colors495

Shown in Figure 1 are bar plots of the percentage496

of colors present as dominant attribute in thumbnail497

images.498
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Figure 1: Percentage of color present as dominant at-
tribute in thumbnail images.

B Dominant Emotions499

Shown in Figure 2 are bar plots of the percentage500

of emotion detected as dominant on faces found in501

thumbnail images.
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Figure 2: % of emotion detected as dominant in faces.

502

C Facial Features503

Facial features across thumbnail images where504

weighted based on the bounding box area of the505

detected face. The bounding box area is the prod-506

uct of the bounding box width and height. Given507

a bounding box area Bij of the jth face in image508

i and a set of k features Fjk detected on that face,509

the weighted facial features for image i, Wik are510

computed as:511

Wik =
J∑

j=1

Bi,jFj,k (1)512
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